UNDP PVE
Global Portfolio

42 countries in 2021

Addressing Hate Speech & Online Radicalization
40 country offices acted to address hate speech

Risk-informed data use + partnerships with enhance digital literacy

Gender Equality & Women's Empowerment
As key objective in 86% PVE projects

Working with women's organizations + addressing gendered impacts of violent extremism

Mental Health & Psychosocial Support
Integrated into prevention & peacebuilding in 15 countries

Build capacity and empower local authorities and actors to + managing mental wellbeing of front-liners
The focus on whole-of-society, inclusive, development-based approaches to PVE

**RELIGION & FAITH-BASED DIALOGUE**
Religious actors, women of faith, faith-based organizations in 23 countries supported
- Trust-building, promoting tolerance and fostering social cohesion

**RETURN & REINTEGRATION**
Supported in 17 countries
- Prioritizing integration, conflict and gender sensitivity, human rights and partnerships, and the psychological needs of returnees and receiving communities

**YOUTH-ENGAGEMENT & EMPOWERMENT**
Supported in 15 countries
- Build capacity of vulnerable youth, tackling appeal of engaging in violent extremist activities
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